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Appointments To Several Key Positions
Are Announced For ROTC Units Here
Stokes Is Named
As Cadet Colonel
Colonel George A. Douglass, PMS&T of the Clemson
College ROTC unit has announced the appointments to
key Command and Staff Positions in the Army ROTC
Regiment here.

YMCA Undergoes Complete
Renovation; Opening Soon

The top post of Cadet Colonel
On or around November 15th, the YMCA will herald
commanding the Regiment went Jr. from Anderson as S-l, Ca- the opening of their rebuilt quarters with a great amount
to Preaton . W. Stokes from det Capt. Bonum S. Wilson from
The building is being entirely refurbished
Charleston, S. C. Cadet Colonel Charleston as S-2, Cadet. Capt. of prdie.
Stokes commands 1060 Army Isam E. Ballenger from Inman from top to bottom.
;
ROTC cadets, the largest enroll- as S-3 and Cadet Capt. Johnny To begin with, the lobby will]
ment of cadets since the abolish- R. Hefner from Hickory, N. C, be greatly enlarged. The game [ Mr. David J. Watson of the colment of the famous Clemson as S-4. Cadet M/Sgt. Mayrant tables have been moved to the I lege staff.
Cadet Corps and 150 cadets more Simons Jr. from Summerville is basement where they will be in
The work being done is under
After providing requested ina central location with ping contract to the Daniel Constructhan last year's enrollment. Second Battalion Sgt. Major.
formation for prospective stuStokes will be assisted by his
The six Cadet Companies are pong and other recreational tion Company and the* Clem- dentsj nearly one hundred apExecutive Officer, Cadet Lt. Col commanded as follows: Com- equipment. The cafeteria has son Architectural Collaborative
plications for some type of fiHomer B. Goff, Jr. from Colum- pany A-l by Cadet Capt. George been replaced by a recreational were the architects.
nancial assistance were receivbia, S. C, and his Regimental H. Jenkins, Jr., from Conway. area, but there will be a small
ed by the Office of Student Aid
Staff consisting of: Cadet Major S. C, with Cadet M/Sgt. D. ~L. snack bar available as well as
and Placement, prior to registhe
usual
vending
machines.
Sammy L. Owens, from 'Green- Spearman from Pelzer as 1st.
tration. Every effort is being
ville, S. C, S-l, Personnel and Sgt.; Company B-l by Cadet Painting and repairs have been
made to place needy students in
Administrative Officer; Major Capt. Samuel R. Moore from done to the auditorium as well
part-time jobs, on and off the
as
to
the
rest
of
the
building
Clemson's 1956 Rat Queen, Miss Salley Felton during the pre-game ceremony Saturday Joseph S. Taylor from Arlington. Dalzell, S. C, with Cadet M/Sgt.
campus or in some cases to proof Columbia. Miss Felton, escorted by Bob night.
Va., S-2, Intelligence Officer and John J. Brittin from Sumter as and the offices and lobby will
The Block and Bridle Club vide other types of financial
Blease, was presented to the student body
Public Information Officer; 1st Sgt.; Company C-l by Cadet be completely air conditioned. held their first meeting in Room
All of the rooms have been 110 last Tuesday night at 6:15 aid.
Cadet Major Charles G. Richey Capt. Lane C. Blanton from
The Office has placed nearly
from Ware Shoals, S-3, Opera- Tavores, Fla., with Cadet M/Sgt. remodeled to provide better ac- o'clock. The meeting was. callthirty
entering students as waittions Officer; and Cadet Major G. A. Dempsey from Lyman, S. commodations for the guests of ed to order by Club President
Charles M. Jenness from Green- C, as 1st Sgt.; Company A-2 by the YMCA. Many rooms now J. E. Cox, who then welcomed ers in the College Dining Hall,
ville, S-3, Supply Officer. The Cadet Capt. William T. Linton.- have private baths and all rooms all of the old members back. and others have been provided
Sgt. Major of the Regiment is Jr., from Columbia with Cadet have been enlarged. The sec Cox then instructed the group to jobs at the Clemson House and
Cadet M/Sgt. Curry B. Spivey M/Sgt. Stanley G. Hill from tion of the building that rooms seriously think about the elect. other college-operated functions.
It is the ultimate goal of this
from North Augusta, S. C.
Moncks Corner, S. C, as 1st 18 to 25 originally occupied has ing of two representatives to the
The First Battalion is com- Sgt.; Company B-2 by Cadet now been changed into a spa-1 National Block and Bridle Con- recently-formed college office
to see that no deserving student
The first function of the Clemson Fall Social Season
manded by Cadet Lt. Col. Ad Capt. William B. Schaefer from cious club room which may be vention in Chicago this fall.
shall be turned away from the
was held la^t Friday and Saturday, September 22 and 23
N. Stall from Greenville, with Toccoa, Ga., with Cadet- M/Sgt. used for various purposes.
The Block and Bridle is com- doors" because of insufficieni
A
number
of
improvements
Cadet
Major
Daniel
D.
Lee
from
when the Central Dance Association presented the anposed of all interested AgriculWilliam F. Holladay from Ft.
Dillon as Executive Officer. The Deposit, Ala., as 1st Sgt.; and have also been made on the ture Majors, especially w i|t h funds to meet college expenses.
nual Rat Hop. This dance weekend was termed a great
First Battalion Staff includes Company C-2 by Cadet Capt. bottom -floor, including the those majors in Animal Hus- Another constantly-expanding
success by the CD A members.'
Cadet Capt. William G. Coats Robert E. Abercrombie from men's dressing room and a new bandry and Pre - Veterinarian phase of this work is to pro.
A predominate feature of this)
—
■
from Chappells, S. C, as S-l Gray Court, S. C, with Cadet ladies' dressing room. The bar- courses. All prospective mem- vide information and coordinate
success was that all stag tickets | for the weekend will be the usCadet Capt. Theordore G. Alex- M/Sgt. William P. Thomason ber shop will be continued in bers are asked to contact J. T the administration of available
were "omplctely sold out for the ual Friday night formal and
its present position and a Ismail Whigeington, Room No. 8-403 or scholarship and loan funds,
anuer from Anderson as S-2 from Laurens as 1st Sgt.
Saturday evening affair. The the Saturday night informal.
health club is contemplated for T. W. Rogers, Room No. 8-222. through which many students
The Army ROTC Detachment Cadet Capt. Kenneth G. Jordon
Jungaleers ' provided the music Although full plans have not yet at Clemson College has' received from Anderson as S-3, and Cathe future. Of particular in- Whigenton commands the White are now receiving part of their
and again proved that they are been released as of publication
terest are the repairs that have team and Rogers is the captain annual expenses.
det Capt. Howard W. Murphree
one of the top college dance date, it is known that the band three new officers and a non
been done to the pool and espec- of the Blue team. The team that
from
Troy,
Ala.,
as
S-4.
Cadet
bands in the South.
ially in the filter equipment.
will be one of the top organiza- commissioned officer to replace M/Sgt. Poy H. Herron from
has the most prospective new
Highlighting the Friday night tions in the country. Further vacancies on the Military Staff. Starr is First. Battalion Sgt. MaAll of these facilities plus the members at the end of the drive
dance was the selection of the details on Homecoming will apclub rooms in the Student Cen- will receive a bar-b-q party
Lt. Col. Wm. W. Blackburn jor.
P^t Queen of 1956. Miss Sally pear in later -issues of the "Titer and the "Y" Cabin on the which will be prepared by the
The
Student
Government
of
The
Second
Battalion
is
comfrom Miami, Fla. who will be in
Felton of Columbia was selected ger".
Seneca River should give great- losers. There is only one preClemson
College
has
made
sev.
manded
by
Cadet
Lt.
Col.
Robcharge of all Sophomore Milifrom a field of five finalists.
eral appointments recently to ly increased advantages to visi- requisite for those seeking mem- The Clemson Aero Club held
ert
S.
Parker
from
Spartanburg,
Miss Felton was presented with
tary Science instruction, has rewith Cadet Maj. Samuel C. the various offices and commit tors as well as to the student bership and that is that they its second meeting Wednesday
numerous gifts from merchants
ported in from a tour of duty in Gambrell, Jr., from Owings, S. tees for 1956-57. These appoint- body.
must be a major in one of the
In the area. The following evMr. John A. Henry of the agriculture courses offered by night, September 19th, under
ments have been approved by
Turkey.
Col.
Blackburn
is
acC,
as
his
Executive
Officer.
The
the direction of Len Barnes,
ening at the football game, the
companied by his wife and four Second Battalion staff consists the Dean of Student Affairs law firm of Williams & Henry, the school.
president, and C. Jeff Reese, Queen and her escort, Bob
Greenville,
is
a
member
of
the
Walter
Cox.
The
College
Livestock
Judgof Cadet Capt. James H. Jones
secretary - treasurer of the club.
children.
Blease of Columbia, were chaufi
Clemson
College
YMCA
Advis"Buy your magazine subscriping Team, sponsored by the A cordial greeting was extended
The secretary of the student
v
fered to the student body in a
Major Richard B. Beal from
body will be Donald B. Clark, ory Board and has served as Block and Bridle in conjunc to eight new members. This
convertible. The students, re- tions from the Sophomore Counsophomore from Hartsville; as- Chairman of the Building Com- tion with the college, will go to addition now brings the club's
ceived her with a great ovation. cil." Chances are you will be Jacksonville Beach, Fla., comes
hearing
this
more
than
once
sistant will be Charles E. Toal, mittee for these improvements. Atlanta next week to partici total membership to 28.
Plans- are now underway for
from a tour of duty at Fifth
during
the
next
few
weeks.
Jr.,
sophomore from Columbia. Other members of this commit- pate in the Southeastern Interthe Homecoming dance on NoFlight instructions will begin
Army Hqs. in Chicago anH will
tee include Dr. S. B. Earle, Dean
The Sophomore Y Council
vember 2 and "3. The two dances
Richard Fortanbary, of Gaff- Emeritus of the School of Engi- Collegiate Judging Contest. immediately under the guidhas taken on the handling of all instruct seniors. Mrs. Beal and
ney, is the director of the Stu- neering; Dr. H. M. Brown, Dean The team is highly regarded ance of Mr. Carl Bosdick of Ansubscriptions on the Clemson three children accompanied him.
dent Loan Fund; Harry E. Bo- of the School of Textiles; Mr. throughout the South and is derson. Mr. Bosdick holds a
hopeful of bringing back a trocampus for Time, Life, Sports
lick, III, Kinards, will be CamCivil Aeronautics AdministraLt. Col. Clarence K. Sells
Tiger Brotherhood recently pus Coordinator of the Na- Bruce D. Cloaninger, Chairman phy for the college.
Illustrated and Variety magation, rating of Instructor Pilot.
of
the
Clemson
College
Advisory
from
Charleston,
S.
C,
accomannounced
plans
for
the
forthzines. All profits from this unThe Block and Bridle Club is These meetings will be held evtional
Student
Association;
dertaking will be used by the panied by his wife and three coming student-faqulty supper Richard A. Ashmore, Green- Board, Dean Walter Cox, P. B. considered to be one of the ery Wednesday night at 8:30
Holtzendorff,
Jr.,
General
SecThe local student chapter of Council for worthwhile pro- children reported in from Oki- to be held October 4 at 6 p. m. ville, Chairman of Ways and retary of the Clemson YMCA; more active organizations on o'clock through the month of
in the Field House. Dan Gencampus and the coming year is October and will then be held
the American Dairy Science jects.
nawa. He will be Operations try, who is "to provide the food, Means Committee, and Richard Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary
regarded • as possibly the club's every two weeks at the same
Rosendale, .Lookout Mountain.
The
Y
Council,
it
was
anAssociation held its first meetof
the
YMCA;
Nash
Gray,
AsOfficer and in charge of all is preparing a special menu for Tenn., Chairman of Elections
best.
time.
ing of the school year on Tues- nounced at the recent meeting,
sistant Secretary of the YMCA;
the
occasion,
to
include
his
faJunior
Military
Science
instrucwill
be
offering
the
special
stuCommittee.
A well rounded schedule of
day, September 25. Plans were
with
the
assistance
and
with
freactivities is planned for the
formulated concerning the op- dent rate of $3.00 per year on tion. Col. Sells is a Clemson mous "Tigertown" steaks. The
The following students wer£ quent consultation with Mr.
school year that will bring the
eration of a concession stand at Time (regular rate $6.00), and graduate of 1940 and former entire meal will cost $1.00 per also appointed to the Elections Melford Wilson, Comptroller of
/
Jimmy Jones, head cheer- members pleasure and relaxaCommittee: William P. Kay, Jr., the College; Mr. H. E. Glenn and
the State Fair this year. Other comparable prices on the other member of Clemson's famous plate.
leader announced today that tion plus the flying program.
Tickets to the supper may be Belton; William, W. Stover,
plans were discussed as to the magazines listed above. A reCadet Corps.
a pep meeting in preparation
obtained from Sammy Owens, Greenville; George H. Heron,
Everyone Is reminded that it
possibility for a publication by duced rate is also offered to
for the Florida game will be is not too late to apply for
the club sometime this spring. faculty members.
SFC Samuel A. Bridgewater Jimmy Jones, Charlie Bussey, or Jenkinsville; a]n d John S.
held tonight on the quadrangle memberships, but the vacancies
The.club elected G. W. Powell
Students need not make a from Asheville, N. C, reported Jim Coleman, who compose the O'Brien, Jr., Columbia.
from 6:05 to 6:30. The band are filling rapidly so it is reticket sales and publicity comas secretary and treasurer for payment immediately upon
will be'present.
quested that if you desire to
the remaining term.
subscription, it was further ex- in with Mrs. Bridgewater &nd mittee for the affair.
All freshmen are required take part in the club's activiThe purpose of this informal
The next meeting of the club plained to the
prospective their son from Fort Bragg, N. C.
to be present and all upper- ties, attend the meeting in
■ is set for Tuesday, Oct. 9, and salesmen. The magazine will Sgt. Bridgewater is a member of get-together, sponsored annualclassmen are requested to be Room No. 1 of the Student Cenan invitation is extended to all be started within a short time, the Paratroopers Century Club ly by Clemson's Tiger Brotherthere.
dairy majors who wish to be- and the student will be billed at and a veteran of 198 jumps. He hood, is to promote closer perter Next Wednesday night.
come members of the American a later date by Publishers' is a. freshman instructor and sonal relationships and brothThe Clemson student chapter
Dairy Science Association.
Billing, Inc.
erhood among the college's stu- of the American Institute of Dr. Robert Franklin Poole,
Personnel Sgt.
dents and faculty members. .
Chemical Engineering began an Clemson President, will speak
informal initiation of new mem- to the women of the campus at
bers Tuesday, September 23. the October meeting . of- the
Forty-eight sophomores were re- Clemson College Woman's Club.
This, meeting, first of the 1956ceived as initiates.
Plans have been made to cli- 1957 session, will be held in the
max the initiation with a party Clemson House Lounge at 3:30
The Nu Epsilon Club held its at Broadway Lake near Ander- p. m., October 4th.
first
on September 17. son. The party will be held
Following Dr. Poole's talk,
The Clemson College Of- students expected to receive de- has been available, and it will Plans'meeting
for a club social were ar- Friday night, September 28. new members, introduced by
grees
this
year.
continue- to grow in usefulness ranged with Jim Fox as social
fice of Student Aid and
and is designed to give the old officers of the Club, will be honPlacement has beemat work Present records indicate that, as long as all individuals con- director, for the afternoon of and new members a chance to ored at an informal reception
cerned will give it their utmost
in the Lounge.
arranging schedules and of this number, over one hun- cooperation. This means, first September 22.
fraternize.
dred will be B. S. degrees in
Officers of the Woman's Club
A volley ball team was orThe main project for the A. I.
making preparations for agriculture, seventy in arts and of all, that the graduates should
ganized
and
entered
into
the
for
the current year are: Mrs. J.
Ch.
E.
this
year
is
a
freshman
1957 prospective graduates sciences, (including chemistry take advantage of the program, intrarmural league. Club ath- counseling program. This will H. Sams, President; Mrs. Gaston
and
should
be
very
careful
in
to interview company repre- and physics), one hundred fif- scheduling and meeting these letic Director Ed Blanks, ap- mark the second year in suc- Gage, 1st Vice-President; Mrs. E.
sentatives before gradua- ty in architecture and engineer- appointments. Future issues of pointed John Apinis as the cession the juniors and seniors P. Willimon, 2nd Vice-President;
ing, eighty in textiles, and about
have offered their services to Mrs. ' David J. Watson, Secretion.
Already about two twenty masters degrees in the "Tiger" will carry listings team's manager.
tary; Mrs. George A. Douglas,
the freshmen.
The
first
semester
president
of
currently
scheduled
visits
hundred interview dates chemistry, engineering and texAs a second project, the A. I. Treasurer; Mrs. M. E. Bradley
and the necessary information was elected at the second meettiles.
have been set with nearly
can also be obtained from the ing, Sept. 24. Charles J. Argo, Ch. E. has made extensive plans Historian.
To meet an increasing deHostesses for the October
half of them before Christbulletins issued by the Place- president, congratulated the for weekly programs. These
mand from business and in- ment Office.
eleven new members who in- programs will feature speakers meeting are: Mrs. J. R. Cooper
mas.
dustry, Clemson College has
Prompt and courteous replies clude Less Shrens, Bud Trasca, from the lead-chemical indus- and Mrs. D. C. Sheldon.
Among other preparations, added a curriculum.in industrial
to all communications are most Dan Tresca, Torn Tfeiday, Jeff tries.
management,
and'
will
have
fthe Placement Office has disThe officers for this year inimportant, until each company Dardner, Jarnes W. Harte, DorIN MEMORIAM
patched a letter to all concern- about fifteen graduates next interviewed is notified that you sey Keesey, Dennis Lazorchak, clude A. P. Collins, a senior
The
students of Clemson
ed explaining the program and year. Industrial engineering is are no longer interested.
To Jack Richardson, Ronny Rome, from Chester, president; L. J. La- College express deep sympainstructing them in how to ar- being offered for the first time preserve the good reputation of and Frank Sampson.
Marche< a senior from Charles- thy to the family of Jerry
range interviews. Also, more this September, with its first B. the administration and student
The next meeting, Oct. 1, ton, vice-president; and J. K. Harter of Fairfax, South Carcompanies are arranging to S. degrees expected in 1958.
body of Clemson College, per- 1956, will be devoted to electing Hain, a junior from Charleston,
send enlistment representatives
This interviewing program sonal interviews should not be either Louis Argo, Jr., or Bill secretary-treasurer. Faculty ad- olina, who died in an autoFor the benefit of any sophomores who don't know what these
mobile accident September
to Clemson to consider one or has proven very helpful to the scheduled unless one plans to
boys were "up to" Thursday night, they were reviving the old
Foster as Nu Epsilon secretary- visors, are Dr. C. E. Littlejohn 22, 1956.
more at' the over four hundred graduating classes to which k« follow through.
^Clemson tradition of chipping paint off the flagpole while the
treasurer for 1956.57.
and Dr. G. F. Meenaghan.
band plays "Tiger Rag"
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Big Change

What Is The Intangible Clemson Spirit?
The Sad Case Of Laundry vs Students

THIS is the first issue of the TIGER for the fall of 1956.
It is now under a new management due to a recommendation made by the Board of Directors of the college.
The Board of Directors made a study of the TIGER staff
as it existed last spring and found that over half of the
working staff had deficient grades. They found that this
was partially due to the amount of work that pertain individuals had to do because there were too few staff members.

By John Rogers

In* their recommendation they stated that if there was
not sufficient members of a new staff, then the paper
would not come out. These new staff members had to
have a 2.0 grade pointr ratio or better.
Now that the hew staff has been selected and there is a
most capable editor and senior staff, the TIGER will not
be so much a burden on a few individuals. The paper
will now have a varied opinion from many individuals
where before it only contained that of a few. All in all,
Clemson will benefit greatly from the change as well as
all the students connected with the TIGER.

s. a-

DONT GET ME WRONG, BUT ....

C. D. A. Weekend Considered Paramont
Do We Have A Student Or An Alumni Team

NAME

By Jack Shaffer and Ray Wactor

STREET, BOX or RFD

STRANGERS TO THE THIRD ESTATE
CITY

The'juggling is over, and the TIGER is
on its feet' again, be it for better or for
worse. A lot of us are new at the game,
but we are learning fast and hope to be
bonafide journalists in the near future.
We ask you to accept something less than
perfection for a while and expect to see
the TIGER in all its old glory soon.

.State

On Campus

w'th

ORCHIDS TO THE BAND
Congratulations are in order to Mr.
Lovett and his Tiger band. The halftime
show they presented Saturday night was,
in the opinion of this writer, one of the
finest ever performed in or around South
Carolina. It is evident from this presentation that the football team will be hard
pressed to steal the show from the band
on New Year's day in Miami.

(Author of -Barefoot Boy mth Chtek," *tt.)

THE SEARCH FOR BRIDEY SIGAFOOS
It was a dullish evening at the.Theta house. Mary
Ellen Krumbald was sticking pins in an effigy of the house
mother; Evelyn Zinsmaster was welding a manhole cover
to her charm bracelet; Algelica McKeesport was writing
a letter to Elvis Presley in blood. Like I say, it was a
dullish evening.
Suddenly Dolores Vladnay stood up and stamped her
foot. "Chaps," she said to her sorors, "this is too yawnmaking! Let's do something gay and mad and wild and
different and gasp-making. Anybody got an idea?"
"No," said the sorors, shaking their little sausage
curls.
"Think, chaps, think!" said Dolores and passed Philip
Morris Cigarettes to everybody, and if there ever was a
think-making smoke, it is today's fresh and zestful and
yummy Philip Morris. Things come clear when you puff
a good, clean, natural Philip Morris — knots untie, dilemmas dissolve, problems evaporate, cobwebs vanish, fog
disperses, and the benevolent sun pours radiance on a new
and dewy world. Oh, happy world! Oh, Philip Morris!
Oh, regular! Oh, long-size! Oh, get some already!

NO DATE DUCATS
The complaint that too little consideration is given the students when seating
arrangements are made for the Tiger football games has beenv aired for quite a few
years^past. The student section in the Tiger's hgme stadium has been too small to
accommodate the troops since the end of
the war. Still no action has been taken
to meet the demand of a continuously increasing number of students.
We realize that the present stadium is
small and that plans for the construction
of a bigger and better one in the next few
years is underway. My argument is that
the students should be entitled to their
share of the space we do have. It's our
team out there, and we should be given

room to support it.
Another complaint along this line stems
from a strong rumor that student date
tickets for the Carolina-Clemson game
will be limited to a few privileged senior
groups. The rumor also has rt that, if
every Clemson student decided to follow
the Tigers to Columbia, approximately
two hundred would find themselves without tickets. If these rumors are true, it
simply means that those who have the
power have leaned toward political ties
to the jextent that the students, those to
whom the team belongs, are termed as
peons and treated as such.
We remind you again—these are rumors, not fact. If they are proven to be
false, we are ready to offer our apologies
to those concerned. If they are verified
as fact, you can expect to hear more about
the issue from this column.
WHORE WE PULLING FOR?
It is a conceded fact that the ClemsonP. C. game does not excite one to such an
extent as the Carolina-Clemson game.
The fact conceded—the spirit would have
been better and the cheerleaders happier
if the upperclassmen had yelled, "Go, Tigers, Go" with as much enthusiasm as
was given to "Run, Rats, Run."

By Dicky Ballenger,
THE POWER, THE POWERHOUSE,
AND THE MACHINE ...
There is a machine shop on the C. & O.
Railroad that is kept immaculately white
and clean inside. A long axle runs from
one end of the shop to the other high
above the heads of the workmen. There
are nearly one thousand wheels on it.
Each wheel carries a belt connected to a
machine below.
Each of these machines is different and
each one has a specific job to do. Together they take a piece of raw material
and make it ready for service on one of
the giant mountain-climbing engines.
One tremendous belt runs through a
spit in the wall. It is the connecting link

Now Geraldine Quidnunc, her drooping brain-cells
revivified by a good Philip Morris, leapt up and
cried, "Oh, I have a perfect gasser of an idea! Let's
hypnotize somebody!"
"Oh, capital!" cried the sorors. "Oh, tingle-making!''
"Yes," said Dolores Vladnay, "it is a splendid
idea, but hypnosis requires a pliant and malleable
mind, and we are all so strong and well adjusted."
At this point, in walked a young pledge named Alice
Bluegown. "Excuse me, mistresses," said she, "I have
lished making your beds, doing your homework, and
your pleats. Will there be anything else?"
snapped Dolores Vladnay. "When I count to
^will be hypnotized."
pellency," said Alice, bobbing a curtsey.
, three," said Dolores,
stly went into a trance.
' said Dolores. "Go back to your fifth birthfour birth, to before your birth, to your last
.Now, who are you?"
Ke is Bridey Sigafoos," said Alice. "The year
I am in County Cork."
said the sorors.
old are you?" asked Dolores,
seven," said Alice.
There is your mother?" asked Dolores.
'''She got sold at the fair last year."
"Coo!" said the sorors.
"Tell us,about yourself," said Dolores.
"I am five feet tall," said Alice. "I have brown eyes,
and weigh 3200 pounds."
"Coo!" said the sorors.
"Isn't that father heavy for a girl?" said Dolores."
"Who's a girl?" said Alice. "I'm a black and white
guernsey."
"Coo!" said the sorors.
"Moo!" said Bridey Sigafoos.
OMfcc Shnlman, 1954
This column is presented by the makers of Philip Morris,
who don't hold tcith hypnosis.."We want you wide awake when
you try Philip Morris's natural, golden, true tobacco!

(

Much of the credit for the new ph^j*8
goes to the student body president did
the executive board who have been exiting a great deal of pressure on both tie
administration and the telephone company. This is a good example of wiat
student government can do.

form Friday and Saturday nights. The
JungSleers contributed quite a professional air and the selection of the "Rat
Queen" gave the freshmen someone of
which they could indeed be proud.

Q. I have a $10,000 Korean
GI term insurance policy. I understand that after January 1,
1957, no more of this insurance
will be issued to Korean veterans. Will I have to give up my
policy after that date?
A. No. Policies already in
force on January 1, 1957, may
be retained after that date.
Q. My father died as a result
of a service-connected disability, and therefore I am eligible
for schooling under the new
War Orphans Education Program. Is the amount of schooling I can get based on the length
of time he served in the armed
forces?
i A. It is not. Regardless of

It is true that the laundry was designed
to give satisfactory four-day service to
five thousand students, then the present
arrangement for three thousand students
indicate something wrong somewhere that
a proposal from the student government
based on the facts of the laundry's capabilities and the students' needs to maintain himself in a state of reasonable cleanliness, could correct to everyone's satisfaction.
THE BELLS ARE HERE
The acute shortage of telephones in the
dorms is gradually being relieved. Several new phones have been installed in
the niches provided and a few are even
standing in the halls. Chances of being
able to contact a Clemson student are getting pretty good now for the first time

BEAUTY SPOTS AND
"ASPHALT JUNGLES"
Speaking of reasons, there are ev
reasons for the ■ notorious "yellow pos|
but no excuse for them. Even a simfjl*
chain would serve the purpose and not
nearly as offensive.' And while we're reviewing campus beauty blights, the new
"asphalt jungle" that accommodates the
fleet of "green dragons" will make a fine
view from the reading room of the new
library designed to go, if I'm not mistaken,
between it and 'the reflection pool. It
seems as if more consideration could well
be given to organized campus planning
for the benefit of the campus we love so
well and will remember so long. It it
something of a disgrace, too, that Clemson Agricultural College can't get tree*
to grow on its own campus, but so much
for that, tree growing is a slow process.
THIS THING CALLED SPIRIT
What is this thing called Clemson
• spirit? It's all involved with four of "The
Best Years of Our Lives" and whatever it
is this year's freshman class has plenty of
the raw material from which it's made.
There is remarkable improvement in the
integration of freshmen throughout the
dorms over last year's segregation.
All this combined with the enthusiasm
evident in the beginning of this year's
student government activities cause the
future to look quite bright. In fact, the
high plane set by student body president
Newt Stall's remarks at the opening convocation indicates the finest and most
successful year in the history of Clemson student government.

Segacious Observations
Rodents, your jaunt to P. C. dwindling supply
was a bit rowdy.
clothesf
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

Thanks to the C. D. A. for
a fine dance . . . and you Rats,
those things of beauty are a
joy forever—bring 'em back for
Homecoming, men.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

In an observation that the
modern trend in music has become revoltingly childish. In
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
fact some of the tunes in the
You freshmen gridiron (men) Rock and Roll class are a disseem to be hot on the head as grace to American intelligence.
well as on the field. We're tired
of seeing you moulting rem- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
nants of the high school era
That if the Tiger team reroaming around. That Game- mains as meek as it was Saturcock hasn't been burned yet, day night, I think I'd like to
boys.
saddle up that Tiger team.
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

of clean

My pride was severely hurt
when a summons failed to produce a waitress at the Clemson
House. Is a Country Gentleman
not entitled to the same service
as our elder proteges?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To Don and Toni that he's
sorry your little (group) doesn't
possess the depth of cultuie
necessary to create an artick of
this caliber.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To the corpse, is It true teat
your origin stems Arom King
Tut's tomb?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

That he k omnipresent.
Student Chaplain
A bouquet of gardenias to you
That he is not the usual man With that, gentlemen, I Kttrt
between the giant dynamo and the long Ratg for your fine spirit, but about the campus due to his to my chamber.
axle. Until it moves that machine shop
stands helpless. It furnishes the power
for every machine..
We, as Christians, are God's machines.
This world is His great machine shop. A
ehurch should be the powerhouse making
available God's power to the rest of the
world.
4IIT
So many people claim to be Christians,
yet do nothing to distinguish themselves
Member South Carolina CoMefiate Frees Association
as such. Every one of us needs to attend
church regularly in order to worship our
Member ef Interooll«f late Press and Associated Collegiate Press
God and also to receive power to help us
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year by students of Giem.
live lives pleasing in our Lord's sight.
son College.
\
■ Attend the Church of your choice each
THE
TIGER
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South
Carolina's
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InterLord's Day.
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;-: Veterans Corner :■;
Here are authoritative answers from the Veterans Administration to four questions
of interest to former servicemen and their families:

There are, no doubt, reasons for the
laundry's policies this year. By the same
token, though, two weeks without any
laundry at all and then getting only
three pairs of pants, three towels, and
barely a week's worth of everything else
are sufficient reasons for student complaint.

That a Country Gentleman
dear to all our hearts has passed on through the ranks to the
Supreme General. His ultimate
service to every Clemson man
cannot be measured. We mourn
him, but let the dead past bury
its dead.
An era has passed, and out
C. D. A. SCORES AGAIN
of the new era1 I arise, suave,
The C. D. A. came through in its usual deborair continental, Smedley P.
Fortsythe IV at your service.

A Word To The Wise
One, two. Three,

Two weeks gone; one football game behind us; one senior council case marring
our record; two chapters and two quizzes
done in every course; a crew of sex maniacs for freshmen; a successful and very
pleasant Rat Hop, now a matter of history;
every imaginable club, fraternity, sorority, or gang organized and all trying to
meet at the same time; and wars and rumors of wars mostly involving the laundry.

Organized student effort logically
thought out and well planned has never
failed to achieve its desired object. However, student effort hastily and thoughtlessly launched causes only commotion
and unsatisfactory student-administration relations-

V\

It is time to renew your TIGER subscription for the
school year 56-57. Fill out.the following and send with
$2.00 to The Tiger, Box 3567, Clemson Station, Clemson,

since the cadet corps went out.

IT CAN BE DONE

Louis M. Jordan

TIGER Subscription

HERE WE GO AGAIN . ..

how long your father served
you may be eligible for 36
months of schooling. This period of schooling will be shortened only for eligible young
men and women who are veter
ans and who already received
training under the Korean GI
Bill or Public 894 for the disabled.
Q. I am the widow of a World
War I veteran who died of a
non-service-connected
»condition. I receive a pension from
VA each month. Will my pen.
sion be affected by the Survi.
vor Benefits Act which revises
benefits for dependents of deceased veterans?
A. Your pension will not be
affected by the new Survivor
Benefits Act. Only death compensation is affected — payments made to dependents of
veterans whose deatti was "due

to Service-connected causes.
Q. I hold a World War II GI
term insurance policy. Is there
any deadline for converting my
insurance to a permanent plan?
A. There is no deadline for
converting your World War II
GI term insurance to a permanent plan. You may continue
it as term insurance for as long
as you please. However, the
longer you keep your term in.
surance the higher will be the
premiums. Premiums on permanent plans, on the other
hand, remain constant and do
not rise.
Veterans living in this area
who wish further information
about their benefits should
write the VA Regional Office,
1801 Assembly Street, Columbia, S. C, or see their County
Service Officer.
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engals And Florida Meet
or Twelfth Time Saturday
Gators Rate Six Points
According To Dopesters
By Jerry Ausband
Sports Editor, The TIGER
When Clemson and the University of Florida meet in
Gainesville on Saturday, the Tigers and Fighting Gators
By JERRY AUjSBAND
will renew a rivalry which began in 1911. This will be the
twelfth meeting of these two teams since the initial game.
A ROUGH ROAD AHEAD
The weather experts say that it will be both an early Game time is slated for 2:30 P. M. in Florida Stadium.
26
By Frank Phillips
-0[~~
and cold winter this year—football in the ACC will cer- Florida, fresh from a
thumping of the SEC's cellar]
It has long been the opinion
tainly be no easier a season.
of the coaches that freshman
Early dopesters had Maryland and Duke figured as team, Mississippi State, could be
football teams are neglected in
one
of
the
toughest
foes
the
Tithe teams to beat in our gigantic conference. Early games
the public eye. Surely an engers face all year as Coach Howhave practically counted out Duke as the champion in ard has already reminded his
couraging word and some attention by our student body will
the ACC and Maryland as national champion or near team. Dopesters have Florida
help ease this problem with our
champ. South Carolina dumped the Blue Devils out of figured as a 6 point favorite.
varsity stars of tomorrow.
Clemson
with
a
27-7
victory
the ACC picture with the biggest upset of Saturday night
Some 60 strong footballers
over Presbyterian looked strong
*7-0. However, the biggest upset of the football week- on offense, but a little ragge'd
greeted head Coach Covington
"Goat" McMillan and his assisend went to Syracuse as they knocked over king-pin around the edges on- defense.
tants Don Wade and B. C. InHard work for the better part
Maryland.
abinet this year.
of
this
week
could
have
solved
We cannot, on the other hand, count out North CaroThe freshman team is working
the problem.
lina State which jumped up and bit, with the ferocity of
very hard in practice and their
The Gators base their ofspirit is unusually high. Their
a Wolfpack, Jim Tatum's UNC Tar Heels. That, my fensive attack on the running
morale indicates good varsity
of
Jim
Rountree,
Jackie
Simpfriends, was also an upset. Last, but not least, was the
material for the coming years
surprising showing of Wake Forest against William and son,.'Richard Allen and John
and the boys' attitude toward
Symank. Their captain, John
Mary.
class attendance and over all
Barrow is the strong man in the
scholarship will be a definite as
Contrasting, the road to the Orange Bowl for any ACC line. Carl Wise, Clemson backset.
team will, be mighty tough. Maryland, still not to be field coach who scouted the
Several boys made prep Allcounted out in the ACC race, could be the team to beat.
player was named to various
There has never been an instance in the history of the
player was namtd to various
all-star teams. The husky athconference where a once-defeated team won the chamletes come from thirteen states.
pionship. In fact, Duke's loss to USC was their first in
Canada, and the District of Cothe ACC and Maryland has nevfcr been beaten. None of
lumbia. Some - fourteen boys
BOB
WOODRUFF
^the ACC champions have been beaten in conference
come from Pennsylvania. Twengames thus far except, of course, Duke.
np relief to Florida as they weTfe
(Continued on page 6)
x
downed 20-0 by the Bengals.
The way for Clemson to come through as the champion
Momentary relief for Florida
has been opened by Duke's loss. The Tigers still have
came in 1922 with a 47-14 victo play Maryland, South Carolina, N. C. State, and Wake
tory for the Gators. However,
Forest, along with the ACC's supposedly weak sister,
Clemson came back in 1925 to
score their last victory until
Anderson. S. C
Virginia.
1935
with
a
22-17
win
over
the
The season is still too deep in its own mud to predict
hapless Floridians. Gator domclearly and conscientiously what the final outcome will
inance began in 1926 and conThurs., Fri., Sat.
be—one thing, Clemson, with a good push on defense,
tinued until '35 with wins of 3127, 27-6, 13-7, and 27-0. ClemMon. and Tues.
will never falter.

Frosh Footballers
Are (ream Of Crop
In Southern Area

llplill

.,'•'■'

CLEMSON—CITADEL?
A state senator from upper South Carolina has planned
to. present to the General Assembly of South Carolina a
law requiring Clemson and South Carolina to play The
Citadel in football. The general opinion on this campus,
and supposedly on the Carolina campus, is that this suggestion is absurd.
We do hesitate to say that Citadel is a weak-kneed
team in as vicious a circle as the ACC. The students in
general respect Citadel for its military, although they
may not agree with the military life. The students- do
not respect Citadel as a football team—it has not been
for quite some time, and Johnny Sauer still has a lot to
do to bring his team up tq the standards of the Atlantic
Coast Conference.
Without hesitation, we can say that the Bulldogs are
weak sisters in the Southern Conference. In fact, only
one good team still remains in the old conference—West
Virginia. Why should Clemson bruise its arms to protect a school's pride?
* It is a known fact that Clemson plays seven ACC
#'•>'teams—all of them—next year. In addition, the Tigers
take on three other strong teams from various conferences around the South. There is no place for Citadel. In
no way do we mean to put Citadel in the roll of an unwanted. Perhaps, in several years, Citadel might grow
to a stronger team. At such time Clemson and Carolina,
striving to increase the drawing power at ball games
conceivably could schedule the Bulldogs. We do not
like to be pushed.
RUMORS—RUMORS
Thus far nothing has been said about the naturally
assumed Carolina ticket situation.
Those of us who
braved the situation last year naturally wish for an improvement. Is it coming, however?
Rumors that have spread like anger over the campus
have it that only 13,000 tickets were allotted to Clemson
' with approximately 12,000 of these going to IPTAY. That,
if the rumor is true, leaves the student body here at Clemson with 1,000 tickets. We do not assume that'this is
true. We certainly hope it is not.
Rumor also has it that no one except the Senior Platoon and cheerleaders will have date ticket?. We' do not
sanction any criticism from anyone because of some opin-

JIM ROUNTREE

Florida team last week, men
tioned that Florida was espe
cially strong on defense.
Athletic Director and Head
Coach for the Gators is George
R. "Bob" Woodruff. During his
peirod of military service
Woodruff was an assistant coach
under "Red" Blaik at West
Point. Immediately following
this sojourn,-he became line
coach at Georgia Tech. In 1947
Woodruff took over as head
coach at Baylor University.
After a tremendous record at
Baylor, Woodruff came to Flori'
da as head football coach and
athletic director of the univer.
"Mama, can I go swimming?"
sity. Since 1950 Woodruff has
coached teams which have won "No, dear, the water's dangerous."
30, lost 29, and tied two.
The Clemson association with "But Daddy's swimming."^
Florida in 1911 began with a
7-0 Tiger victory over the Ga- "Yes, dear, but Daddy's intors. The following year brought isured."

ion on this subject—all of this is purely rumor.
Next week, after lengthy and informative discussions
with Mr. Gene Wilamon, the truth of the situation will
be printed. We hope we do not have to repeat.

"High Society"
with
Bing

Grace

CROSBY

An urgent call has been issued John Howdle of Columbia, Mac
to all prospective performers, "Tick" Hendee, 'Of Jacksonville
freshman and varsity, for the Fla., John _ Van Ravenstien of
1956 edition of Clemson' swim- Clemson, Weston New of Green
ming squad.
ville, and Pete Murphy of
Coach Carl McHugh, former Charleston.
Southern Conference record- /These eight boys, along with
holder in the 200-yard back- Eric Philspot of New Orleans,
stroke, is in desperate need of La., Happy Stover of Greenville,
talented aquatic material in or- Mac McCahan of Greenville,
der |o mold this season's outfit and Harold O'Cain of Orangeinto a team that will be able to burg, all of whom are up from
keep pace with the extremely last year's freshmen team, will
top competition offered by the form the nucleus for Coach Mctop flight Atlantic Coast Con- Hugh's '56 mermen.
ference.
Practice will begin October 8.
Returning lettermen include and;> as mentioned previously, all
co-captains Wes Millard and Bo interested boys may contact
Wilson, who hail from Sumter Coach McHugh, either of the coand Charleston respectively; al- captains or publicity manager,
so, , Louis Ackermen of Saluda, Mac McCahan. Clemson will

SINATRA
Clemson Students

Admission 50c

Welcome,
Clemson Men
FOR YOUR

Shopping
Convenience
SHOP

WHEN IN ANDERSON'
VISIT

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
NEW LOCATION

ACROSS FROM ROCKET MOTOR CO.
SERVING SAME FINE

STEAKS CHICKEN AND SEAFOOD

KELLY

Frank

Bunton (53), Tiger center, and Bob Spencer
(34), Bengal fullback, come up to give Rivers
downfield protection had he gotten away.
dress the frosh and the varsity
squad, thus any student is eligible as,a candidate on October 8.

Coach McHugh Issues Call To
Tiger Swimmers For '56 Season

OSTEEN

son eked out a 10-9 victory in
1937.
The last two games between
the Gators and Clemson were in
1952 anu '54. In the former,
Florida beat .the Tigers 54-13
while Clemson roared back in
'54 to win 14-7. The entire sche
dule won-loss record stands at
six Gator wins and five Clem
son victories.
Clemson should be at full
strength for this game. Coach
Howard has had his team work
ing on defense this week and especially stressing pass defense
With a little improvement on
defense, Clemson could even up
the series total at sixj-six.

■MHMttJl

....

Dalton Rivers, Clemson end, grabs a Charlie
Bussey pass in the P. C. game, as Tom Lucas
(53) of Presbyterian sets to down him. Donnle

DANCE EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
8'till2
TOMMIE FARR AND HIS LAZY RIVER BOYS

Ii

:
:

JVLora chickens

cross the road

in front ofChevrokts

than any other cart

TENNIS SHOES AND EQUIPMENT
Clemson Zipper Jackets - - Grey Uniform Shirts
Arrow Button-Down Shirts

HOKE SLOAN

HUNGRY....?
Be/ Air Sport SedaiH
vrith Body by FitJMf.

THEN HURRY TO

THE BAKE SH0PPE
FOR YOUR TASTY
PASTRIES

Well, sore. There are more Chevies on the road. More people boy 'em year after year. And this year, Chevrolet's
the most popular car again—by a margin of more than 150,000 so far. . . . Must be the best one to buy, faar sure!

I Two million more people own Chevrolets
Only pxmtMsed Chantet dealers display (his famous trademark ^nil^ W^-7

"Donuts Our Specialty"
ICE CREAM

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

xiiUiSuay, OLJ/ICIU>,>;1 i.i, i»t)U ]
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Rock Norman Seeks
Intramural Teams

We Pick E'm
Ausband
. Clemson
Clemson - Florida.—
. Miami
Miami - S. Carolina..
_ Auburn
Tennessee
Auburn
_Dav'dn
Citadel - Davidson
_Duke
Duke - Virginia
_Tech
Georgia Tech. - S. M. U..
-111.
Illinois - California
Maryland - Wake Forest—_ Md.
Michigan State - Stanford
Mich.
Navy - William & Mary
—Navy
Pittsburg - Syracuse
Pitt.
Oklahoma - North Carolina
Okla.
V. P. I. - N. Carolina State—N. C.
Wofford - Presbyterian....,
P. C.
Slippery Rock - Edinboro
S. R.

By Harold Thompson
All of Clemson's major opponents scored impressive victories,
with the exception of Maryland,
this past week manifesting the
fact that it will not be an easy
road, to the Orange Bowl.
Florida, the next team to meet
Clemson, defeated Mississippi
State 26-0. N. C. State ran roughshod over the Tar Heels of
Chapel Hill 26-6. The lone tally
of the Tar Heels being made by
Ed Sutton their All American
candidate. The Wolfpack dominated the field and took command early in the game, displaying a strong offensive power
which the Tigers will have to
contend with on the sixth of October.
Wake Forest slapped down
William and Mary 36-0, and
South Carolina upset Duke 7-0.
This was the big surprise of the
week. The fact that the Gamecocks stopped the offensive attack of the Blue Devils and
[Phyllis O'Dell, Clemson's first majorette, displays her talented launched a touchdown drive
poise at halftime of the Presbyterian game. Not only was the climaxed by King Dixon^, indimoral of the student body lifted, Clemson has once again proven cates that a good day's work
its superiority among colleges. Phyllis, as one might notice, is faces the Tigers on Big Thurspretty, too.
day. After Clemson meets and
beats this latter foe, the Tigers
can pause to catch their breath
on their next home game with
V. P. I. By November 10, Clemson can expect to meet one of
the strongest teams on the schedule in spite of the fact that
Maryland was out maneuvered
By Bill Crosson, Ass't. Sports Editor
by Syracuse this past week 26' Many people flocked to the Clemson-Presbyterian game 13.

Tigertowners Overwhelm Set
Invaders In Saturday Night Fray
One of the many boys from
Pennsylvania,
Dick
Marazza
started the fray by kicking off
to P. C.'s Cook, who returned to
his own 17. At this, the fans
across the way Voiced their confidence in a mighty shout which
Increased in crescendo all the
way to our 7 yard line, where
their team elected to take to the
eir. At this, their joy subsided
to an almost inaudible whisper
as Jim Coleman intercepted on
the double strip and romped to
his own 10.
The boys seemed rather disgruntled at the smaller school's
surprising burst of power, but
were able to advance only to the
45 yard line of Clemson. Here
Charlie Bussey put on a sterling
performance of punting as the
ball came to rest on the Presbyterian 5.
Two things now
happened on the field of thunder; Clemson sent in its second
team, and Presbyterian began
flooding the airway with aerials
This bit of strategem worked
splendidly until Horace Turbeyville decided to put a stop to it
all.
Charlie Home took over
with a punt return to the Tiger
49, and the next play, deposited
the skin on the P. C. 35. With
the first team up and standing
on the sideline, Dink Lawrence
made what was the crucial first
down to the 21. After a Bussey
to Rivers, and a Coleman to paydirt, the Tigers led, 7-0. Thk
brought many a burst from the
Bengal bench.
The Hose received the kickoff,
and promptly gave the ball back
to Clemson via Dalton Rivers
who, in a few minutes, caught
another Bussey pass to the P
C. 19. Spooner and Wells combined their talents by runs tc
make it 13-0, with Spooner crossing the barrier.
The linemen of both strings
were really hitting at. this time
and we went to their 4, where
Turbeyville's pass was caught
by Benson of Presbyterian. The
push downfield, however, was
not enough, as Hudson ended
the half by tearing through and
breaking up an intended pass.
Taking time out from the
game, the half-time festivities

were as interesting as they were
varied. We, at Clemson, were
more than pleasantly surprised
and PLEASED by our new majorette, Phyllis O'Dell. She gave
us an exhibition of skill and
dexterity, accompanied by immense charm, that completely
overwhelmed the entire crowd
She was surrounded by the
Clemson Marching Band, who
played as she performed, while
executing several movements.
Last, but certainly not least,
to coin an ancient phrase, the
illustrious Numeral Society, a
new organization on campus
sponsored the flaming block "C"
in the student section. This display of school spirit came about
immediately following the Alma
Mater.
Now to get back to the game.
After Smith returned the kickoff, the battering Bengals resumed in a manner befitting a
team of their caliber. Spearheading the attack that was to culminate in still another score, Bob
Spooner took credit for the initial first down, waited two plays
while Joel Wells and Jim Coleman racked 27 more yards of
Presbyterian turf, and then went
to their 1 in three tries. Wells
then did the honors for the rest
of the distance and ran the
score up to 19-0.
Again Charlie Bussey proved
bis steadiness as he took a bad
pass from center, eluded wouldbe tacklers, and lipped the ball
into the waiting arms of Dalton Rivers for the point-after.
Rivers was slightly shaken up
so Ray Maseneri came in to take
the end.
Several passes later, P. C.
capitalized on a recovered fumble to start their big drive. The
Blue Hose, by virtue of their
ground attack, minutes later
found themselves on the Clemson
4 with a first down. Here they
were held for three consecutive
plays until going over from the
one-foot line.
The second unit reappeared to
show everyone what might prove
to be the deciding factor in the
many contests to follow. Led by
Horace Turbeyville, the under-

Visit Us For The Best Sandwich
In Town!
COFFEE

SOFT DRINKS

DAN'S

Benz
Clemson
Miami
Term.
Citadel
Duke
Tech
111.
Md.
Mich.
Navy
Pitt.
Okla.
N. C. S.
P. C.
S. R.

Phillips
Clemson
Miami
Auburn
Citadel
Duke
Tech
111.
Md.
Mich.
Navy
Syr'e
Okla.
N. C. S.
Woff.
S. R.

Thompson
Clemson
S. Car'a
Auburn
Citadel
Duke
Tech
111.
Md.
Mich.
Navy
Svr'e
Okla.
N. C. S.
P. C.
S. R.

Anderson
Clemson
Miami
Auburn
Citadel
Duke
S. M. U.
111.
Md.
Mich.
Navy
Pitt.
Okla.
N. C. S.
P. C.
S. R.

Next, Clemson must really
tighten their belts when they
meet one of their bitterest rivals,
the University of Miami. The
following games with Virginia
and Furman should keep the
Tigers sharp and ready and
waiting for January 1, 1957.
classmen found holes galore
made by their linemen, and even
made a few themselves.
The
whole backfield participated in
the march downfield. From 10%
yards out, Lawrence crushed
over. After Bussey's point, this
ended the night's scoring at 27-7.

Private Party Menu
Family Style
Fried Chicken
Fried Ham
Brunswick Stew
Chicken Pie

fired a 34 yard pass to Ted
Leahy in the end zone. The home
team sported a 20-7 advantage
at the end of three quarters.
The Tigers second eleven,
sparked by sophomores Dink
Lawrence, Rudy Hayes, and
Horace Turbeville, marched 59
yards in a sustained drive to
the final touchdown of the

Green Beans
Macaroni & Cheese
Vegetable Slaw
Coffee

Cobbler Pie
Apple, Peach, or Cherry
TELEPHONE GR. 3-7034
4 Miles East of Easley on Route 123

Currently, there are only two
sports — volleyball and touch
football—in progress in the in
tramural capacity. In the future, however, basketball and
softball will come into the picture.

By Ton* Anderson
Clemson's touted Tigers started slowly, but came on fast
in the last three quarters to bang out a hard earned 27-7
victory over a potent Presbyterian College crew in the
traditional opener for the two teams here Saturday night.
Some 18,000 fans, including
5,000 Boy Scouts Future Farmers and other upper-state youth
groups, witnessed the contest.
After a scoreless first period,
the Bengals pushed two quick
tallies across to take a somewhat shaky 13-0 half time lead.
This pair of touchdowns occurred within three minutes ol
each other.
Jim Coleman had the honor
of scoring the initial Tiger
touchdown when he plunged
two yards to paydirt to cap a 59
yard drive that ended on the
second play of the second quarter. Charlie Bussey converted
and the Tigers held a 7-0 advantage.
Shortly
afterward,
Dalton
Rivers, a senior end, intercepted
a Ron Isger pass at the Blue
Hose 39 to set up the second
Clemson tally.
After a Bussey sparked down
field drive, fullback Bob Spooner snaked four yards into the
end zone to rank up the second
Tiger six-pointer.
The extra
point attempt was no good, and
Frank Howard's men led 13-0 at
intermission.
The Tiger first team demonstrated their touted offensive
power early in the second half
when they took the kickoff and
churned 66 yards in nine plays
to their third touchdown. Halfback Joel Wells, Clemson's AllAmerican hopeful scored this
one from one yard out to make
the game safe. Bussey hit Rivers
in the end zone for the extra
point.
Late in the third period, P. C.
recovered a Clemson fumble
and Ken Webb aced a 63 yard
drive that resulted in the only
Blue Hose touchdown of. the
night. Webb, the leading ground
gainer of the game, bulled over
from the one. The Hose tallied
their extra point on a fluke
when quarterback Felder Cook

REBEL ROOM

A. W. "Rock" Norman, head
of the intramural sports program at Clemson, has indicated
that any club or organization interested in having a representative in the intramural league
may do so by having the captain of the particular team report to the dormitory office with
his name, the members of his
team, and the afternoons they
can play.

Tigers Tear Spirited
Blue Hose In Opener

Opponels Look
Sharp In First
Games Of Season

to see the Tigers roar over the Blue Hose to the tune of
27-7. Although obviously outclassed, the Clintonites put
up a good fight.

Crosson
Clemson
Miami
Auburn
Citadel '
Duke
S. M. U.
111.
Md.
Mich.
Navy
Svr'e.
Okla.
N. C. S.
P. C.
S. R.

The Southerner

By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King G«Fge VJ, Yanlley i Be., fcW.,

The program this year differs
from past years in that the halls
will not be formed into teams,
but the various campus organizations will field their own
squads.
night. Lawrence, a Slatville,
Va., fullback, ripped eleven
yards for this score. Turbeville's kick was good, and the
scoring was ended for the night.
Clemson's lead was never
threatened, although the lads
from Clinton almost matched
the Tigers yard for yard. The
Bengals led in total yardage
382 to 360 and in first downs
20 to 18.

YOU ARE

Welcome
TO VISIT OUR

MUSIC STORE
*' Records (33-45-78)
•jf HI-FI Phonographs
^ Portable Radios

Yardley After Shaving Lotion

^rf Musical Instruments

tops off any shave, electric or lather!
• soothes, refreshes the skin

"Everything To Suit Everybody's Musical

• helps heal razor nicks

Tastes and Needs"

• counteracts dryness
• gives brisk, masculine, non-lingering scent

JOHN B. LEE
Anderson

Tor Music'

• Greenwood

Starts you off with your best face forward 1
At your campus store, $1.10 and $1.50, plus tax
Tardlejr products for America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the origin*! fnffrtft
formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. Ya rdley of London, Ine, 620 Fifth Aw* N.Y A

HAPPY-JOE-LUCKY presents STICKLERS!

IN ANDERSON
IT'S

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
-

FOR

Ivy League Clothes

STUCK FOR MONEY? DO A

Shetland and Harris Tweed Sport
Coats - - Flannels, Stripes and
Whipcord Slax
In the Ivy League Manner
Manhattan Ivy Dress Shirts
In White, Stripes and Solids

WELCOME TO CLEMSON

STICKLERS ARE TICKLERS and a mighty soft way to make money!
Just write down a simple riddle and a two-word rhyming answer. For
example: What's a ball player who gets a raise? (Answer: richer
pitcher.) Note: both words must have the same number of syllables
—bleak freak, jolly dolly, vinery finery. Send your Sticklers, with
your name, address, college, and class, to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Don't do drawings! We'll pay $25 for every
Stickler we use in our advertising—and for hundreds that never see
print. And remember—you're bound to Stickle better when you're
enjoying a Lucky, because Luckies taste better. Luckies' mild, goodtasting tobacco is TOASTED to taste even better. Fact is, you'll say
Luckies are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

L. C. Martin Drug Co.

SEND IT IN AND

MAKE

AND

Clemson Book Store

Luckies Taste Better

TOASTED
to taste
better!

©A.T.C6.

FRESHER, SMOOTHER I
PBODUCT OF

AMERICA'S VBADINO MAKOFACTtTRM Or CIGAlrtTT»t
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Rare Ways Of Capturing Coeds
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Coed Hunter (D) digs deep pit (C), covering if cunningly with leaves and twigs. Waflet
CEO is placed enticingly nearby. Coed (A) approaches and, overcome with joy at finding

E

money, steps unwittingly into trap.

R

Hunter then plys her with soft words and kisses and, under the promise of giving her
freedom, obtains date for weekend. This trick was first successfully executed by one
Benny Schultz of Ooltewah University and is known as "Schultz's Gambit."

S
1

However, In order to make the relationship a lasting thing, you must demonstrate as
soon as possible that you are a SCMWF*.This may be done by casually mentioning
the fact that you own a NATIONAL COLLEGE LIFE investment plan, which, incidentally, can make you a whole lot of money over a period of time.

T
Y

It's available to college men only and deposits may be deferred wntH after graduation.
Cheek with one of your campus representative* today!
*SCkML

'
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Solid-Citixen-Man-With-a-Future.
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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Chuck Church
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Clemson-5606
109 DARGAN LANE
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Rats March On P.C.
To Recapture Flag

Letters Rotary Foundation Offers
Students Foreign Study
To Tom

Last Monday night at around eight o'clock there was a
tremendous commotion on the campus as hundreds of
" Rats" prepare for a trip to Clinton and Presbyterian College to recapture the Clemson flag that was stolen after
the P. C.-Clemson football game Saturday night.

Dear Tom,
Just a few Hnes to let you
know how our school and its
cherished tradition are being
torn down by a few people who
claim to have the interest of
democracy at heart. Here we
sit without a weapon with
which to fight except words
and they most often prove miserably ineffective.
We have seen the Clemson
of old take a new look and a
new attitude. Whether or not
this is for the good is debatable.
Of course, all these changes
were supposed to make Clemson a more democratic place.
Tom, is democracy not government of, for, and by the
people? Evidently not!!
. First, rat service was cut out
and Clemson started to go. One
of the oldest of all traditions
was cut out against a majority
vote of the student which was
evidently not even considered.
This is democracy?
And after one and another of
our traditions fell, Oscar was
cut out for good and I didn't
hear of any vote, Tom.
The
column that has been enjoyed
by Clemson men for years had
become too vicious, they say. It
had accomplished its purpose
which was to keep students in
line when military superiors
prevented freedom of expressed
opinion on the part of a lower
ranking man. I, for one, think
this is ridiculous, and never
knew that this was Oscar's purpose. ■
Yes, Tom, Co-Ed's and ' all
other students were cut but
never with the intent- of degrading character or of being
critical to any minority.
Now it's gone, though, which
should make some of those who
could not take a "Cut" happy.
Of course, an individual or two
has more power than the great
majority.
That's democracy,
isn't IT??
Tom, we like Oscar, and we
want it back. Might not a democratic vote be tried for a
change?
Sincerely,
J. D. Robinson
Ind. Eng. 57'

The Clemson flag, which is
traditionally carried before the
Confederate flag as the Tiger
team comes onto the field prior
to every game, was found to be
missing after the halftime during the game. Although the Tigers romped over the Blue Hose
to the tune of 27-7, the anger of
the missing flag was not surpressable.
It was a long distarfce phone
call from Clinton that set off
the mass stampede down the
Anderson highway. The contents of the conversation on the
telephone were reported to be
of a nasty nature and couldn't
be related to the reporters that
sought to find out the details of
the onslaught.
All that the anonymous caller
would say when he was asked
his name was that it was P. C.
calling and that they had the
flag and dared Clemson to try
to get it.
Clemson College officials
checked the call only to find that
it had been placed in a pay
station phone booth.
The quadrangle was a mass of
bald heads prior to the crusade
as Dean Walter Cox tried in vain
to halt the proceedings. He told
the students that the state highway patrol had been alerted and
were on the watchout for them
This resulted only in the freshmen being more cautious in their
driving to Clinton.
Upon arriving in Clinton the
Clemson "RATS" found that
word had already arrived and
that they could not get to the
antagonizing Presbyterian frosh.
They were met by the president
and vice-president of the P. C.
student body. Also standing by
was Col. A. J. Thackston, Dean
of Students at Presbyterian. Col.
Thackston was a 1926 graduate
of Clemson and a former commandant here.
After a speech by the presi-

Officers Elected
At MA Meeting
Plans Activities
At the first meeting of the
Student Chapter of the American Institute of Architecture
Jim O'Hear, a fifth year Architecture student was elected president for the ensueing year of
1956-1957. Elected vice-president, treasurer and secretary
were respectively, Ed Pinckney,
John Jefferies, and Jimmy Neal.
Among other field trips and
activities, the A. I. A. is plan
ning a trip to Florida this fall.
Monday afternoon, October
1st, at 4 p. m., the A. I. A.
is sponsoring a Freshmen Mixer
at Lake Issaqueena. The purpose of the Mixer, an informal
get-together, is to better ac- quaint the newly arriver Fresh
men with the students and facul
ty of the Architecture Depart
ment.

FROSH
(Continued from page 3)
ty-four boys come from our own
state of South Carolina and are
showing up well with the many
out of state stars.
The two leading quarterback
candidates, Harvy White and
Johnny Mac Goff, are barking
signals for such backfield stars
fullback Doug Cline, halffcGuy Quesenberry, Storm
Robert Chatlin, George
Burnette and
ou Cordileone
tenter Roland
DeBardelaben
showing up
ries slowing
pace, sevJrospects have
■give their top
face the always
Tech Baby Jack|fa Sept. 28. Each
Produces one of the
nan squads in the
^1956 schedule includes
l?8, Georgia Tech at Atlan' p. m.; Oct. 5, N. C. State
fkaleigh, 8 p. m.; Oct. 24,
Eth Carolina at Columbia, 8
m.; Nov. 2, Georgia at Athens,
PEnd Nov. 16, Wake Forest at
Clemson, 8 p.m.
Too many people are thinking
of security instead of opportunity. They seem more afraid of
life than death.

Religious Altitude
Is Discussed By
student body Canterbury Club

dent of the P. C.
the Clemson "Rats" found that
the much coveted flag was not
on the Presbyterian campus but
had been mailed out of the state,
therefore they could not regain
possession that night. Instead
they settled for a Block letter
sweater from the vice-president
Tommy Reeves with the understanding that as soon as Clemson
got her flag back Mr. Reeves
would be returned his sweater.

The Canterbury Association
of Episcopal Students held
discussion last night at their
regular Wednesday
evening
meeting, following student-led
Evensong. The discussion topic
centered around five attitudes
toward religion. This was handled through the "Group-Dyna
mics" technique, whereby sepa
rate units return their findings
to the whole group through ah
elected spokesman. The five at.
titudes considered were: 1.
"The Church-floater," . a nondenominationalist. 2. "The Indifferent," the unconcerned. 3
"The Follower," the led, not
the leader. 4. "The Agnostic." 5.
"The Tathist."

Open Meeting Set
For Monday, Oct. 1
By Little Thafer
The first open meeting of the Civil Service Exam
Clemson Little Theatre for the
1956-57 season will be held Mon- Now Being Held For
day night, October 1, at 8 p. m.,
in the Food Industries Audi- Reclamation Men
torium, "where the plays are
presented."
There will be a business session preceding the opening of
the annual membership drive
Tickets for the productions will
be the same as last year; one
dollar for students and wives of
students, and two dollars for
adults.
After the business meeting
Mrs. Polly Lowry, director of
the first play, "The Night of
January 16," will conduct readings.
All former members, interested people, and students are
urged to ' attend, to participate
to kibitz, or just observe.

The United States Civil Service Commission
announces
that a new engineering examination is now open for filling
ppsitions m the Bureau of Reclamation in the western states
and in Alaska. The entrance
salaries range from $4,480 to
$6,115 a year.
Appropriate education and/or
experience is required. Full in
formation regarding the re
quirements, and application
forms, may be obtained at many
post offices throughout the
country, or from the U. S. Civil
Service Commission, Washing
ton 25, D. C, by asking for Ex.
amination Announcement No.
10-1-6(56).

Forlorn Belated Heroes
By Tim Trively
Among so many, we are 1/3. We are "You there"
We are "Hey you". We are "rat". We, the forlornfulfaced sufferers of mother's hyper-pretentions, are the
fledgling Freshmen of '56 and the hope of '60.
Our anxieties are surpassed only by those of Job. Gur
apprehensions are surpassed only by those of an expect
ant poodle. That long, slender face barking at us (that
ulcerated Urchin classified as an upperclassman) is the
nearest thing we will ever have to a true friend. He is
the only one who seems to "savvie" just what the maze
of signs really means.
"Oh Mother", it isn't the signs or the standing in line
or the pushing and the shoving or the shots, it's the
heat". Suddenly we realize that we last years heroes are
the lowliest things that God let live.
We are supposed to be men and possess the ability to
stand on our own two feet while kneeling afore anything that happens to walk. We are told that these mis.
erable, dreary days are the happiest that we will have
while at Clemson College.
Every organization desperately depends upon our direct support and yet we are told that our studies are
more important than the "Activities". Though we are
told that we manage our money miserably, at least it affords us a laugh when we look back on these "happy
days".
Time focuses every thing in retrospect. While time is
here the upperclassmen will do everything in his power
to make us proud possessors of the title "He's a Clemson
Man". Let's not hide behind the mask of Cyrano; we
are at Clemson now.
v Let's claim, not main, the title "Country Gentlemen".

Long Sleeve Sport- Shirts -_ $2.95
Trousers
Genuine Shell Cordovan Shoes

Lt. Col. John S. Baskin, a 1939 graduate of Clemson College,
has been named deputy for ROTC affairs in South Carolina.
He is stationed at Headquarters, South Carolina Military District, in Columbia, as operations officer. Lt. Col. Baskin held
the rank of Cadet Colonel, commanding the Clemson Brigade,
as an undergraduate. (Clemson News Bureau Photo).

Highway Dept.
Gives Tip To Fans
Driving To Games

Post Graduate Of
Clemson Assigned
U. S. Reserve Post

College and high school footA 1944 graduate" of Clemson
ball games this weekend will be College, Captain Edwin W. Al
the highlight of the week for len, Jr., of Bennettsville, has
most drivers. Crowds of young been assigned as Reserve Adpeople and adults will pile into visor at the U. S. Army Reserve
a car and start out for the sta- Training Center in Wadesboro,
dium. Many of them probably N. C.
never think about the possibility
of having a traffic accideht be- traffic accident for you and for
tween the time they leave home others behind you.
and when they return. Going (6) Tackling a football player
to and coming from a football is legitimate on a football field
game is not the time to let-down but running i down pedestrians
in safe driving.
just isn't "cricket" on South
The South Carolina Highway Carolina highways.
Department recognizes the fact (7) A football player is trainthat many teen-agers and adults ed to see a situation or play in
are in a more or less care-free the making on the football field
mood when they start to or come A driver should also be on the
from a football game, but high- alert for situations that could
SLOW BURN
way officials urge them to take end up as a traffic accident.
time to save their life and the (8) Try to have just a little Judge: "Your age, madam?"
lives of those who happen to be more patience with other Lady Witness: "Thirty years."
Judge (incredulously): "You
riding with them.
drivers. Bad tempers cause bad will have difficulty in proving
The Highway
Department accidents.
that."
makes the following suggestions Football fans who drive hap- Lady Witness (somewhat
for football fans as safe driving hazardly to and from football flustered): "You'll find it dif
aids before and after the game. games are candidates for South ficult to prove the contrary. The
(1) Above all, pay strict at- Carolina's accident record sta- church that had the records on
tention to your driving. A foot- tistics.
my birth burned down in 1895."
ball player has only one thing on
his mind during the game—football. Why shouldn't a driver apply the same principal and keep
his mind on driving?
(2) Bad weather calls for more
caution—the main reason being
that sight-distance is cut considerably.
and
(3) Don't take a drink if you
are going to drive—not even a
small one.
(4) The fact that many football games are held at night is
another reason to ease up on the
accelerator.
(5) Give the proper hand signals before stopping, and turning.
Failure to do this can mean a

A year of study abroad as a Rotary Foundation Fellow
is the exciting possibility for some student'from South
Carolina, Dr. James H. Sams, President of the Rotary Club
of Clemson, announced today. Applications are now being accepted by the Rotary Club for the Fellowship,
which includes all transportation, education and living
expenses for the 1957-58 academic year.
Since the program was inaugurated in 1947 in memory of and a thorough knowledge of
the language of the country in
the founder of Rotary, Paul
which they propose to study.
Harris, Rotary Foundation FelTmey must have the ability to
lowships have been awarded to make friends easily, be vitally
834 young men and women liv- interested, in world affairs, and
ing in 61 countries in Europe, possess an instinct for leaderAsia, Africa, the Americas, and ship.
the islands of the Pacific, for The applicant selected by th«
local Rotary Clubs will comstudy in 40 countries. The one- pete for the Rotary Fellowship
year grants average $2,500 each with applicants selected by the
and the total grants since 1947 other 28 Rotary Clubs in this
have, been in excess of $2,000,- District, which is comprised of
000.
the upper half of South CaroRotary Foundation Fellow- lina, including the border towns
ships are unique in that, with of Lancaster, Cayce and Aiken.
some 9,200 Rotary Clubs in 99 Deadline for the receipt of apcountries throughout the free plications for the 1957-58 acadworld, the student is in direct emic year by the local Rotary
contact with Rotarians and their Club is November 15.
families during his year away
from home, no matter where
he is studying. He attends their
Rotary meetings, visits in their
homes and places of business, (The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)
and travels as much as possible
Clemson, South Carolina
during his school holidays. In
Phone 6011
this way, he sees at first hand
how the people in his host country live and, through these
Friday-Saturday
clase associations, he lays the
essential foundations for inSept. 28-29
creased international lunderit
standings, which is one of Rotary's principal objectives.
Although the program is only
in its tenth year, many Rotary
Fellows already have shown
promise that they may well be
Paul Newman
among tomorrow's leaders: they
are teaching in universities and
Pier Angeli
secondary schools—they havej.
tic services of their governments
—they have been ordained as
Monday - Tuesday
ministers of churches, of vaOct. 1-2
rious faiths—they are doing
advance research work—and
MorHyn Monroe
they are active in positions of,
leadership in diverse business
in
and professional fields.
//
a
Applications for the Rotary
Fellowship may be made only
through the Rotary Club in the
city where the student has his Wednesday- Thursday
permanent residence. Dr. Sams
Oct 3-4
will be glad to furnish further
information to anyone at ClemWalt Disney's
son who is interested in . applying.
Candidates must be between
20 and 29 years of age. They
must have a college or university degree (or they must now
be in their senior year), a record of high scholastic standing,

Clemson Theatre
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BUS STOP

"Great
Locomotive
Chase"
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JUDGE KELLERS
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■ Try America's favorite filter smoke!
You'll like the full, rich taste. You'll lik*
the Winston filter, too. It does the job so

Switch to

smoothly and effectively that the flavor
really comes through — so you can enjoy
it! For finer filter smoking, get Winston!

America's best-selling, besl-tsstjng War cigarette I

R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO.*

j

WtNSTON-SALIM. B.j

